Letʼs all toast Hyogo!

-The Center of Production of Sake and
Sake-brewing Rice-2

Miracle Water
Conservation Activities Continuing in the
Urban Underground
Helping the Region to Prepare for Disasters
Platform and track elevation work is underway
at Fukae Station of the Hanshin Electrical Railway
(Higashinada Ward, Kobe). The work for platform
and track for trains bound for Umeda, Osaka,
commenced in April.
Kobe City and the Hanshin Electrical Railway are
carrying out the construction work over a
distance of four kilometers from the east and west
between Sumiyoshi Station and the boundary with
Ashiya City using a very special method of
construction. “It is in an eﬀort to minimize any
adverse eﬀect on the underground water from the
Rokko Mountains,” stated Motonobu Kuwajima
(aged 49), Oﬃce Manager of the railway company.
“And that is because the Nada Gogo district is at
the south side of the construction site and brewing
companies in the area need to use the water.”
To the eastern side of
Uozaki Station, they need
to install about 800
foundation piles that are
connected
to
beams
under the ground. This
method, however, could
block the ﬂow of water
about two-to-ﬁve-meters
deep underground, and
hence they must avoid
Water quality surveys are
using beams in some
carried out by brewing
areas in thereby ensuring
companies via simultaneously
sampling water from the wells
that the water can still
every February and July (a
ﬂow through. Furthermore,
Miyamizu well and Tadashi
and in order to avoid any
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Nishinomiya)
possible water contamination,
they do not directly pour any mortar and instead
utilize a method that features metal tubes.
There are 61 permanent wells used to monitor the
system and quality of water in the neighborhood. “We
sometime identify unusual values, although no
construction work has taken place. We then attempt to

identify the cause, and have discovered construction
work on a condominium is underway to the north of
the area,” stated Kuwajima, the Oﬃce Manager.
This underground water conservation system
was developed in Nishinomiya in 1924, which was
when the Koshien Stadium was ﬁrst opened.
Water quality near the coast in Nishinomiya had
degraded due to developments in the harbor area.
Very good-quality water is essential in producing
Nada-no-Sake but it was at risk at that time, and
hence the Miyamizu Protection Survey Committee
was established, which was headed by the
governor of Hyogo Prefecture.
Currently, with respect to individual building
construction work, any road or railroad work
project that could adversely aﬀect the
underground water necessitates countermeasures
being discussed and taken by the “Miyamizu
Conservation Survey Committee” in Nishinomiya
and “Water Resources Committee” in Kobe. When
a number of construction projects are being
planned, then 10 or more explanatory meetings
can be held every month.
“The quality of water in not-so-deep underground
has thereby been maintained at the same level as in
the past in the well-urbanized Kobe and Hanshin
regions, which you could call rather miraculous,”
Takeshi Sumikawa (aged 61), an advisor of Miyamizu
Conservation Survey Committee, emphasized.
The water contains very little components such
as iron or salt, both of which are considered to be
undesirable when producing sake. However, it does
contain various minerals, such as phosphorous and
potassium, that are necessary in the activities of
Koji mold that decomposes rice starch, and the
yeast that produces alcohol.

Construction work on elevating the platform at Fukae
Station of Hanshin Railways is underway, using a
method that ensures the groundwater is protected
(Higashinada Ward, Kobe)

Miyamizu in Nishinomiya in particular is so well
known for its high-quality water that brewers
have dug their own wells.
The Miyamizu in this area is comprised of
riverbed water ﬂowing from three major
directions: Nishinomiya Shrine, National Route 171,
and the south side of Nishinomiya City Hall. The
water ﬂows at the basically same depth as sea
level, and hence if any of the riverbed water ﬂow
were to be blocked it would be adversely aﬀected
by being mixed with seawater. Brewers have
therefore been moving northward in the search
for Miyamizu. The wells of those brewers are
currently concentrated in an approximate
500-meter square to the south-east side of
Nishinomiya Shrine.
“Salt water reaches the south side of this place.
The water to the north side contains a lot of iron.
We will have to continue protecting the area while
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researching even better methods,” Tadashi Iki
(aged 62) stated in a serious manner. He is the
Toji sake master at Tatsuma-Honke Brewing
Co., Ltd., which is a brand of Hakushika.
Many people have consistently struggled to
conserve the water provided by the Rokko
mountain range but it was once made available to
and indeed saved lives of the general population
after the Great Hanshin Awaji Earthquake.
Protecting the water system, the essential
component in sake brewing, is therefore also
essential in ensuring the area is well-prepared for
a disaster.
(Kazuyoshi Tsujimoto)
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